
Ear Plugs, disposable
Soft, slow expanding, polyurethane foam plugs
which are pliable and tapered for easy insertion.
Meet the requirements of EN352-2. The foam gives
an evenly distributed pressure, optimising comfort
and sealing. Plugs are brightly coloured (neon 
yellow) and long (25mm) aiding removal. The
Simplified Noise-level Reduction (SNR) achieved is
in the order of 36db. Supplied in pack of 250 pairs.
SA858-20 Ear plugs

Ear plugs, disposable, Kleenguard™ H10
To EN352-2 (2002). Provide simplified noise-
reduction (SNR) of 31db. Soft, roll down foam
plugs for easy insertion and giving an evenly 
distributed pressure. Supplied in packs of 200 pairs.
SA858-25 H10, uncorded

Ear plugs, re-useable, Kleenguard™ H20
Styled for easy holding and insertion. To EN352-2
(2002). Provide simplified noise-reduction (SNR) of
25db. Available corded together or uncorded.
Supplied in packs of 100 pairs.
SA858-31 H20, uncorded
SA858-33 H20, corded

Ear clips, re-useable, Kleenguard™ H50
To EN352-2 (2002). Provide simplified noise-
reduction (SNR) of 23db. Innovative design, 
secure, unobtrusive ear clip frame with soft foam 
plugs which conform to the ear canal without
rolling. Available corded together or uncorded.
Supplied in packs of 10 pairs.
SA858-42 H50, uncorded
SA858-45 H50, corded

Hearing Protector
A lightweight protector suitable for short term use.
Tested to BS5108 and conforming to the    quality
requirements of BS6344. With adjustable head-
band and soft ear cushions. Can be folded for easy
storage when not in use. Weight 180g.
SA860-10 Folding protector

Portable instrument suitable for measuring
industrial and civil noise levels. According to
IEC61672-1 with class 2 accuracy. 

u Range: +30 to +130dB x 0.1dB resolution

u Precision: ±1.4dB (±1 digit)

u Max/Min. memory function

u Frequency weighing according to A character-
istics curves

As described. With backlit LCD display, robust ABS
housing with screw mounting for fitting to an
accessory camera tripod, microphone with wind
shield, 9V PP3 battery and instruction manual.
SA885-10 Sound level meter, compact

BL610-25 Spare battery, 9V
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